
12202: "checking daily at the many hundreds of deaths around the world with now

curves remaining pretty much stationary in southern europe but hiking up in the

north and in the united states as well as beginning to hike up in south america

but not really affecting warm countries like india and also searching and managing

to find headlines on other casualties like rebel fighting and shelling but also a

deadl tornado in the states"

05148: "walking daily with a very sunny beginning of the spring yet under the

coronavirus pandemic lockdown keeping it always in our dutch town and walking with

the kids in the stroller several times to the same destinations by the river to

play but also to do a bit of shopping to build the mosaics i decide to build as

part of my alpine installation and only a few times venturing by bike with livia

in the nearby villages like walking with her down the river near everdingen and

also walking a bit around the lake in beusichem"

06182: "a period resuming much physical activities after the rainy winter and

biking a bit with my minibike at home during the coronavirus lockdown but then

with the good weather taking bike rides only once with my racing bike and then

taking livia around not going very fast but still training and also doing quite

some works in the garden cutting grass and planting as well as cleaning with the

shovel the vergrown paths"

17113: "still observing clouds while walking extensively around cloudy and cold

san francisco and then back in sweden observing the summer clouds laying in the

university to take afternoon naps or commuting to see august"

03135: "using the car for the last time listening music on the radio to go for a

walk with the kids and then being left alone at home with them with myrthe working

and singing songs to them as well as hearing little livia singing and also at

times play for them old children songs on my phone"

10150:  "still  people  met  in  a  stockholm  hostel  while  waiting  to  register  as

unemployed and trying to communicate there with a chinese man unable to speak

english and other folk like some italian guys and a catalan girl before returning

to the mountains and meeting people in my contrada such as an old woman born there

coming to stay above our apartment and being most impulsive"

18144:  "a  very  sunny  period  but  with  a  cold  wind  to  begin  with  and  as  the

temperature got more summer like feeling quite relief from the constant but never

to intense wind only reaching a bit of a peak during few not so nice days but then

keeping rather light and even allowing me to bike on dikes and generally just

spending a lot of time at the river with the kids at times with no breeze at all"

09130: "having quite many thoughts coming to my head especially now seen the

unforeseen circumstance of the coronavirus outbreak distancing me once again from

the alps and my project there and making all sort of considerations pretty much



always pushing one or both kids in the stroller"

14151: "getting ideas now staying at home with all my family awaiting for little

silvester to be born and spending quite some time with little livia roaming around

our small cities and getting inspired by both the urban and rural surrounding by

also by being quite playful joking with friends coming to see our newly born such

as with pyotr and his family"

12203:  "despite  the  coronavirus  pandemic  now  moving  more  to  north  and  south

america starting to find back on the news headlines that are non virus related

such as the biggest mass shooting in the history of canada and terror attacks both

in africa and in the middle east but also reading of deadly natural calamities"

15133: "forced in our dutch city due to the lockdown but keeping outdoor most of

the time with the kids with a very sunny spring bringing quite some traffic on the

dike where i took several walks but also experiencing some traffic making it to

the industrial part of town to look in the hardware store for tools to build my

mosaicc tags and inhaling some bad air from huge machinery in the middle of town

building a new compound next to the city center"

09131: "keeping up having quite some thoughts and trying to record them while

walking my kids daily to one park or the other often having them wining in the

background but nonetheless feeling rather prolific experiencing a state with zero

expectations yet feeling quite rich and strong with my practice"

13202: "taking advantage of the nice spring weather to spend much time out with

the kids despite the coronavirus lockdown and taking them mostly west and east of

our city enjoying the spring blossoming and filming usual places but despite the

restriction being able to bring some variety in the sequences of recordings"

08125: "fable inspired by the actual grebe pairs observed taking regularly my kids

to the river and to a quiet pond and getting inspired about their dancing to turn

the protagonist into a dj and later a composer getting all other aquatic creature

delirious"

10151: "in venice photographing the french guest of our apartment involved in the

art biennial and also photographing the sister of a friend working at one of the

pavilions  to  then  make  it  back  to  the  mountains  and  photograph  the  designer

daughter of a neighbour to whom i showed my exhibit in the barn there and also

showing it to the relative of the inventor of the microchip photographing also the

local architect who helped me with getting the renovation of the barn and the girl

he was after and at last also photographing a girl asking money on the street and

making portraits"

04135: "feeling happy with the sunny spring spending much time walking outdoor but

then also feeling rather hit by the coronavirus enforced lockdown and some bad



weather keeping strong with myrthe overworked and little silvester sleeping too

little but also finding some strength in my project and talking with friends on

the phone to share our lockdown experiences"


